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Ehrenreich family papers, 2006.396 
Collection consisting of family photographs, correspondence, official documentation, 
programs, and articles related to Dr. Nathan and Mrs. Frieda Rosenstein Ehrenreich and 
their son, Helmut (Henry) Ehrenreich, originally of Frankfurt am Main, Germany.  
Nathan was a composer and the musical director of a prestigious Jewish choir in 
Frankfurt before the family's 1939 emigration to the United States. After arriving in the 
United States, Dr. Ehrenreich continued his career in music in Buffalo, NY. The 
collection includes documents related to the education of each of the family members, 
pre-war and post-war musical programs, original compositions, correspondence and 
speeches regarding Jewish music, and the family's correspondence and identity 
paperwork for their emigration. 
 
Box 1: 
 
Photographs 
Family books 
Papers related to the education of Nathan Ehrenreich 
CD containing doctoral dissertation of Nathan Ehrenreich 
Papers related to Nathan Ehrenreich’s pre-war musical career 
Newspaper clippings and programs for pre-war concerts directed by 
 Nathan Ehrenreich 
Papers regarding the education of Frieda Rosenstein Ehrenreich 
Papers regarding the education of Helmut (Henry) Ehrenreich 
Identity papers for Nathan, Frieda Rosenstein, and Helmut (Henry) 
 Ehrenreich 
Documents related to the 1939 emigration 
Documents and correspondence, 1940-1941 
1945 letters from family members (Max and Gerald Rosenstein) who  
 survived the war in Germany 
Programs and clippings regarding Nathan Ehrenreich’s work in Buffalo (1) 
Programs and clippings regarding Nathan Ehrenreich’s work in Buffalo (2) 
 
 
Box 2: 
 
Text and notes for speeches on Jewish music and composers 
Handwritten musical compositions by Nathan Ehrenreich 
CVs for Nathan Ehrenreich as needed for restitution 
Restitution paperwork 
Family death notices 
Letters of condolence and clippings on the death of Nathan Ehrenreich 
Post-war correspondence 
Pocketbook with contents: identity paperwork, 1960s-1970s 
Documents, articles, and photographs related to the “Jüdische Musiker in 
 Frankfurt, 1933-1942” exhibit in Frankfurt, 1990 
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